Monday, October 23, 2023
1:00  Closed Door Session (State DOT & FHWA only)

Tuesday, October 24, 2023

7:00  BREAKFAST (L’Apogee)

8:00  Welcome
  RI Personnel, RIDOT

8:15  AASHTO Changes
  Mark Felag, PE, LLC (AASHTO Contractor), RIDOT Retired

9:00  Emulsion
  Colin Franco

9:30  Development of Design and Construction Specifications of Full-Depth Reclamation (FDR) Mixtures with Emulsifiers and Foamed Asphalt for NJDOT
  Ayman Ali

10:00  BREAK – Please visit exhibitors (Summit and L’Apogee)

10:30  Asphalt binder and mix performance for 26 Canadian and US agencies
  Simon Hesp

11:15  FHWA Mobile Asphalt Technology Center: Recent work in the Northeast
  Derek Nener-Plante, M.S., P.E
  Ram Veeraraghavan

12:00  LUNCH (Capitol Ballroom)

1:00  Structural Design of Porous Asphalt Pavement for High Traffic Volume Roadways
  Alyman Ali

1:45  Inertial Profiler Certification: 17 Years of Experience
  Walaa Mogawer

2:30  BREAK – Please visit exhibitors (L’Apogee)

3:00  Sustainable Pavement Design Using Geosynthetics
Paul Schmitz
3:45  **Practices and Lessons Learned for Cold and Hot In-Place Recycling**
Tim Aschenbrenner

4:30  **Closing Remarks – Day 1**
RI Personnel, RIDOT

5:30  **RECEPTION (L’Apogee)**

6:30  **DINNER (Capitol Ballroom)**

**Wednesday, 25 October 2023**

7:00  **BREAKFAST (L’Apogee)**

8:00  **The Effect of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP) Content and Source on the Return on Investment (ROI)**
Walla Mogawer

8:45  **e-Ticketing and e-Construction**
Michael Gallant, HaulHub

9:30  **Implementation of FHWA’s EDC6 TOPS Initiatives Utilizing Highly Modified Asphalt.**
Bob Kluttz

10:00  **BREAK – Please visit exhibitors (Summit and L’Apogee)**

Walla Mogawer

11:00  **Use of ASTM A1035-CS Corrosion Resistant and High Strength Reinforcement in the New Nice-Middleton Bridge Project for Sustainable Bridge Construction**
Hans Geber, Commercial Metals Company, Cayce, South Carolina

11:45  **NESMEA/NEAUPG 2024 and Closing Remarks**
Mike Byrne, RIDOT
Mary Grieco, MassDOT

12:00  **ADJOURN**